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A bstract
The Truncated Cauchy Distribution 
Estimation of Parameters and Application 
to Stock Returns
Paul G. Staneski
Old Dominion University, 1990 
Director: Dr. Ram C. Dahiya
The problem addressed in this dissertation is the existence and estimation of 
the parameters of a truncated Cauchy distribution. It is known that when 
a number of distributions with infinite support are truncated to a finite in­
terval that the maximum likelihood estimator of the scale parameter fails to 
exist with positive probability. In particular, necessary and sufficient condi­
tions which give rise to instances of non-existence have been found for the 
exponential (Deemer and Votaw [1955]), gamma (Broeder [1955], Hegde and 
Dahiya [1989]), Weibull (Mittal and Dahiya [1989]) and normal distribution 
(Barndorff-Nielsen [1978], Mittal and Dahiya [1987], Hegde and Dahiya [1989]), 
Alternative estimators have been proposed to deal with the problems of non­
existence and “blowing up” of the estimates. Mittal and Dahiya [1987, 1989] 
employ the Bayes modal estimator of Blumenthal and Marcus [1975] for the 
normal and Weibull cases and Hegde and Dahiya [1989] apply it to the gamma. 
Hegde [1986] also studies the harmonic mean estimator of Joe and Reid [1984]. 
Here we prove a sufficient and asymptotically necessary condition for the ex­
istence of the ML estimator of the scale parameter of the truncated Cauchy
i
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distribution. A modified ML estimator and an estimator based on equating 
population and sample quantiles are presented as alternatives. These estima­
tors exist with probability one. The performance of these estimators is exam­
ined by making use of simulations. Asymptotic variances of the ML estimators 
are also given.
Finally, an application of truncated distributions is presented. The fit of re­
turns on common stocks to the normal, Cauchy, truncated normal, and trun­
cated Cauchy distributions is compared via the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic. 
The results show that a truncated distribution is a better fitting model in 
virtually all cases.
ii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Suppose a random variable X  has probability density function (pdf) f(x)  defined
for x  E (a, b) where a may be —oo and/or b may be + 00. If observations of X
are now restricted to the range (A, B) where a < A  and b > B then we say that
X  has been truncated at A and/or B. The resulting random variable, X t , has
f  (z )a truncated distribution with pdf g(xt) =  -=t ~.— —rrr, xt G [A, B). We callv '  P\A < X < B ]  v ’
g(xT) the truncated form of f(x). Truncated distributions arise in many settings.
For example, consider a manufacturing process in which a part is weighed before
packaging to see if it is within a tolerable range. Parts above or below certain
weight limits are discarded or remanufactured. The weight of a packaged part
then has the truncated form of the distribution of weights produced by the
1
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manufacturing process. If that distribution was known to be normal then a 
sample of packaged parts would represent a sample from a truncated normal 
distribution.
While a conceptually simple idea, truncating a distribution often creates diffi­
cult problems while estimating parameters. When sampling from a complete 
(i.e. untruncated) normal distribution, for example, there are at most two un­
known parameters, the mean and variance, which need be estimated. Estimators 
of these parameters which possess specific properties (such as uniform minimum 
variance or best linear unbiased) are well-known and easy to construct from the 
sample data. However, if we consider that this normal distribution has been 
truncated then the number of parameters increases to four if the truncation 
points are unknown. In addition, estimators of these parameters with specific 
properties are not well-known and they are generally not simple to compute. 
Such considerations, which arise with virtually all truncated distributions, have 
contributed to them being ignored as potential models in many areas where 
they might be of value. It seems reasonable to assume that in virtually all cases 
where models are used that treat data as having been generated by a continu­
ous distribution defined over the real line (e.g. an assumption of normality), a
2
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truncated distribution might serve better since in rea l i ty  the random variables 
being observed in fact have a finite support. That such a switch would entail 
increased complexity in practice is undeniable, but the benefits of a better fitting 
model should be worth the extra trouble. Consider, for example, the returns 
on common stocks (see Chapter Six for a specific definition). Most economists 
and financial experts assume that the distribution of such returns, or their log­
arithms, are normally distributed (Fama [1976]). Figure 1.1 shows an empirical 
distribution for the monthly returns on IBM from 2/75 to 6/80. It is clear from 
Fig. 1.1 that a truncated distribution of some type very well might fit this data 
better than a normal or log-normal distribution.
Recently, researchers have investigated the aforementioned estimation prob­
lems in a number of truncated distributions including the normal, exponential, 
gamma, and Weibull. Their results (which are reviewed in Chapter Two), com­
bined with the ever increasing availability of computers to solve the complicated 
equations which often arise in these cases, should make these truncated distri­
butions more acceptable to data analysts as models in more situations than they 
have been applied to in the past. With this dissertation, we hope to add the 
truncated Cauchy distribution to this list by presenting estimators of its
3
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Figure 1.1. Empirical distribution of monthly returns 
of IBM common stock from 2/75 to 6/80
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parameters, evaluating their performance with simulations, and demonstrating 
how they may be used in an application in finance. An outline of the subsequent 
chapters follows:
(i) In Chapter Two, a review of the literature regarding estimation in trun­
cated distributions and in the complete Cauchy is presented.
(ii) In Chapter Three, we briefly review the Cauchy distribution and introduce 
its truncated form. A recurrence relationship for determining the moments 
of the truncated Cauchy will also be shown.
(iii) In Chapter Four, the maximum likelihood estimators of the parameters 
of the truncated Cauchy will be investigated. In particular, a sufficient 
condition for the existence of a unique ML estimate of the scale param­
eter will be given. It will also be demonstrated that this condition is 
asymptotically necessary. A modified ML estimator will be proposed to 
deal with occurrences of non-existence of the ML estimator. Also, another 
type of estimator based on equating sample and population quantiles will 
be presented.
(iv) In Chapter Five, simulation results comparing the performance of the
5
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above estimators to each other and to the asymptotic variances will be 
presented.
(v) In Chapter Six, the truncated Cauchy distribution will be compared to 
the complete Cauchy, the normal, and the truncated normal in terms of 
goodness-of-fit to empirical distributions of stock returns.
R ep ro d u ced  w ith p erm iss io n  o f  th e  cop yrigh t ow n er. Further reproduction  prohibited w ith out p erm issio n .
Chapter 2
Review
The study of truncated distributions in statistics has a long, if spotty, history.
Research on various aspects of the subject can be traced back to the latter part
of the last century when Galton used a singly truncated normal distribution to
describe trotting records (Schneider [1986]). There then appears to be a long
void in the published record in which no significant articles on the topic are to be
found. In the early 1950’s interest in truncated distributions appears revived and
there begins a substantial record of research into estimation problems regarding
truncated distributions, with many significant results being published in the last
decade. Before we begin to review these results, we note that a sample from a
truncated distribution may be viewed as a portion of a sample from the complete
7
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distribution, some of which is unobservable (i.e. outside the truncation limits). 
In some situations it is of interest to estimate the complete sample size (that 
is, estimate the size of the sample from the complete distribution which would 
likely produce the number of values observed between A  and B). The other 
parameters of the distribution are only incidental in these cases. For example, 
Blumenthal, Dahiya, and Gross [1978] consider estimating the complete sample 
size of a Poisson random variable from a sample from which the zero class 
has been truncated. This arises in practice since an observation may only be 
recorded when at least one event occurs, thus giving rise to a sample from a 
singly truncated Poisson distribution. The mean (and equivalently the variance) 
of the complete Poisson is not necessarily of any interest in such a case. In this 
dissertation, and in the review which follows, we will not be concerned with 
this aspect of the truncation problem. For those interested further in unknown 
sample size estimation, it is noted that Blumenthal [1981] contains an exhaustive 
survey of the topic. Here, we are interested in the problem of estimating the 
parameters of a truncated distribution based on a fixed and known sample size. 
Cohen [1950] studied a problem like the quality control example mentioned in 
Chapter One. He considered estimating the parameters of the distribution of the
8
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diameters of bushings (assumed to be normal) produced by a manufacturing pro­
cess based on a sample of bushings from the process which had passed through 
go, no-go gauges, eliminating all those whose diameters exceeded 0.6015 inches 
or were less than 0.5985 inches. He derived a pair of likelihood equations for 
H and a2 by noting that maximum likelihood (ML) estimation in this (normal) 
case is equivalent to estimation by method of moments. These equations are not 
trivial to solve. Cohen [1957] presented a chart giving rough estimates of the so­
lutions to the equations based on the sample moments. These rough estimates 
can be used as starting values in more accurate iterative solution techniques. 
Cohen [1950, 1957] did not address the question of non-existence of solutions to 
these equations. Barndorff-Nielsen [1978] gives an extensive treatment of ML 
estimators in exponential families. He demonstrates that the ML estimator of 
a2 can fail to exist in a doubly truncated normal distribution without stating 
specific conditions for existence or non-existence. Mittal and Dahiya [1987] de­
rived a sufficient condition for the non-existence of the ML estimator of a2 in 
the doubly truncated normal when A and B  are known. They found that the 
MLE becomes infinite when the sample variance is greater than ^  . They 
then derived the Bayes modal estimators introduced by Blumenthal and Marcus
9
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[1975], which always exist and are asymptotically equivalent to the ML estima­
tors, and study their performance by making use of simulations. Hegde and 
Dahiya [1989] obtained the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence 
of the ML estimators in the doubly truncated normal in the context of a unified 
approach to ML estimation in truncated distributions from exponential families 
by extending results from Barndorff-Nielsen. They also studied the Bayes modal 
estimator and the harmonic mean estimator introduced by Joe and Reid [1984]. 
Deemer and Votaw [1955] showed that the ML estimator for the exponential dis­
tribution truncated at T  fails to exist if the sample mean exceeds T/2. Broeder 
[1955] showed that the ML estimator for the scale parameter of a gamma distri-
Otbution truncated at T  fails to exist if the sample mean exceeds T  where a
a  +  1
is the known shape parameter. This is only the case, however, if the truncated 
distribution has a finite support (i.e. there is no problem of non-existence if the 
truncation is only on the left). Mittal [1984] derived the Bayes modal estimator 
for the scale parameter of the truncated gamma with known shape parameter 
and presented simulation results of its performance. Hegde and Dahiya [1989] 
obtained necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of solutions to 
the ML equations of the truncated gamma when both parameters are unknown.
10
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Hegde [1986] also investigated numerical solution of the rather complicated equar 
tions which arise in this case.
Mittal and Dahiya [1989] showed that the ML estimator of the scale param­
eter of the Weibull distribution truncated at T, with known shape parameter
n nTaa, does not exist when > —— . Mittal [1984] originally derived this re-
i=i 2
suit by assuming T  =  1 and reparameterizing the distribution to the standard 
interval [0,1]. He notes that this re-scaling of the observations also makes the 
aforementioned cases of the truncated gamma and exponential distribution more 
tractable. Crain [1979] discussed the existence of the MLE’s in the doubly trun­
cated normal by transforming the range of the truncated distribution for [A, B\ 
to [-1,1]. As Mittal [1984] points out, however, the reparameterization serves 
no useful purpose in this case but instead actually complicates matters since 
the parameters of the rescaled distribution have no obvious interpretation, as 
do n and a2 as the mean and variance of the complete normal, respectively. In 
fact, this unnecessary complexity may have contributed to the results in Crain 
[1979] about the existence of the MLE’s which Mittal and Dahiya [1987] show 
to be erroneous. As will be demonstrated here, the re-scaling of the trunca­
tion interval from [A, B] to [-1,1] is very helpful in the case of the truncated
11
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Cauchy, making the mathematical analysis much more tractable. The reason 
that re-scaling is beneficial in the truncated Cauchy and not in the truncated 
normal case even though both complete distributions are continuous and have 
bell-shaped curves defined over the entire real line, is that the parameters of the 
Cauchy distribution are defined (see Chapter Three) in terms of percentiles of 
the distribution and thus re-scaling does not change their interpretation. That 
is, the parameters of the truncated Cauchy distribution on [-1,1] are themselves 
just re-scaled versions of the original parameters on [A,B\.
Note that a common element of all of the above results is that the MLE of the 
scale parameter of the distributions mentioned can become infinite for certain 
sample configurations which make solutions to the ML equations in such cases 
non-existent. Mittal [1984] observed that “it is our belief that whenever a scale 
parameter dependent continuous density with infinite support is truncated to 
a finite interval, the MLE’s would be non-existent with positive probability.” 
We will show in this dissertation that the truncated Cauchy is in consonance 
with that belief, the MLE of the scale parameter becoming infinite for certain 
samples.
Before proceeding to introduce the Cauchy and truncated Cauchy distributions
12
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in some detail in Chapter Three, we mention some results regarding estimation 
in the complete Cauchy first. As Johnson and Kotz [1970] note, the method of 
moments cannot be used to estimate the parameters, A and A, of the Cauchy 
since the population moments of order one or greater do not even exist (see 
Chapter Three). The ML estimators do exist and can be found by solving the 
pair of equations given by Johnson and Kotz [1970, p. 159]. As Barnett [1966] 
noted, however, the ML equation for A can, and often does, have multiple roots, 
making the search for a global maximum difficult (see Chapter Four, Section 
Two). Copas [1975] shows, however, that the likelihood of A when evaluated 
at the MLE of A is unimodal considerably more often than in the case where A 
is known, as was considered by Barnett [1966]. Copas [1975] also demonstrated 
that the joint likelihood for both parameters is unimodal. Kendall and Stuart 
[1979] show that even if A is known, there does not exist a minimum variance 
unbiased estimator of A. However, Bai and Fu [1987] show that the ML estimator 
of A is asymptotically optimal in the sense of Bahadur [1971].
Given the simple form of the cumulative distribution function of the Cauchy, es­
timators obtained by equating population and sample quantiles are fairly simple 
to construct. Johnson and Kotz [1970] give the estimators
13
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a I p * a ia  = 5 [ jr ,+ x i,] ,
X  =  i [ X p - X , _ p ] t a i i [ T ( l - p ) ]  ,
A
where Xp is the rth order statistic of the sample, p satisfying r =  (»+ l)p . These 
estimators are uncorrelated and A is unbiased estimator of A. Chernoff, et al.
[1976] give asymptotically optimal estimators which are linear functions of the 
order statistics but which are, in general, not simple.
14
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Chapter 3
Background
3.1 The Cauchy D istribution
A continuous random variable Y  is said to be distributed as Cauchy if the 
probability density function (pdf) of Y  is given by
/ M = ^ iA^to-A)r  -«><»<“ • *31l>
where A G (—00, 00) is the median of the distribution and A > 0 is the semi-
interquartile range, that is, P(y < A)=.50 and P(A < Y  < A + A) = .25. The
Cauchy density is a symmetric bell-shaped curve which differs from the normal
density essentially in the rate at which the density decreases as | y — A | in-
15
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creases. This rate is of the order of t  a for the normal and ^  for the Cauchy. 
Thus the Cauchy has fatter tails than the normal. It is this heavy tail behavior 
which makes the Cauchy distribution somewhat of a curiosity. In particular, the 
integral | y \p f(y)dy = oo, for all p > 1. For starters, this implies that the 
mean of the Cauchy distribution does not exist and that the variance is infinite. 
In fact, all moments of order greater than or equal to one do not exist or are 
infinite. It is this fact for which the Cauchy distribution is often cited (e.g. Ro- 
hatgi [1976] p. 217) and which is the principal source of its fame. Furthermore, 
a sequence of random variables with identical Cauchy distributions does not 
obey the laws of large numbers, strong or weak form. Given a random sample 
of any size from a Cauchy distribution with density / ,  the sample mean also has 
density / ,  that is, the sample mean has the same distribution as each individual 
observation and hence contains no more information about the location of the 
center of the distribution than a single observation! This failure of he Central 
Limit Theorem makes the Cauchy an unattractive model since inferences based 
on data cannot be made with familiar, and more intuitive, techniques. Thus, vir­
tually the only times that the Cauchy distribution surfaces as a potential model
is as a member of a broad class of acceptable distributions, such as in nonpara-
16
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metric tests where the only restrictions are that the underlying distribution be
symmetric.
3.2 T he Truncated Cauchy D istribution
A continuous random variable X  is said to be distributed truncated Cauchy if 
the pdf of X  is given by
ff(x )= 7[Aj + ( x - A ) 2r  A < x < B ’ (3-2-1)
where c = tan -1 — tan-1 and A and A are the median and semi-
c /‘■®interquartile range of the complete distribution. Note that — = / f(y)dy,JT JA
where /(y) is as in (3.1.1), since X  is obtained from Y  by truncating the density 
of Y  at the points A and B  and thus c —> 7r as A  and B  go to —oo and oo, 
respectively. Throughout this dissertation it will be assumed that A 6 {A,B), 
though the density g(x) is still proper without this restriction. The case of A £ 
(A, B) is of no practical use and hence is omitted. If (B —A) = (A—A) = r, then 
we say that the truncation is symmetric (note: c — 2 tan-1 y in the symmetric 
case).
17
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As mentioned previously, references to the truncated Cauchy are few and not 
very informative, even in texts. For example, Johnson and Kotz [1970] in volume 
I of their series on Distributions in Statistics give only the density of a symmet­
rically truncated Cauchy and its variance, along with a brief discussion of the 
relative efficiency of the sample median and the sample mean as estimators of 
A in that case. Rohatgi [1976] gives only the density of the truncated standard 
(A = 0 and X =  l) Cauchy along with the first two moments, but undertakes no 
other discussion about the distribution. In particular, no references whatsoever 
regarding estimation of parameters in the truncated Cauchy distribution have 
been found by or brought to the attention of this author.
One of the important properties worth noting about the truncated Cauchy dis­
tribution is that the truncation eliminates the aberrant behavior of the Cauchy 
discussed in the previous section since the tails of the distribution, which are 
the sources of the problems, have been removed. This is true no matter how 
far from A the truncation points are. For example, in the next section we shall 
derive an expression which gives all the moments of the truncated Cauchy.
18
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3.3 M om ents o f the Truncated Cauchy
A fCarrying out the integration in -  /
c Ja
rB xdx
A \* + ( x - A )2 yields
=  A, if the truncation is symmetric.
Now, for p  > 1, consider
(3.3.1)
E{X')  = - J aA t B xpdx
a  A2 + (x -  A)2 '
Let H  =  A2 +  (x — A)2 = x2 — 2Ax + (A2 + A2) and note that we can write 
xp = Hxp~2 + 2AXP"1 -  (A2 + A2)xp-2. Thus,
s u m  =  *  r  ^  r 8 X )  [ B
c  Ja c  Ja H  c  Ja H
\  nip-1) _  j4(p—i)
— -------+ 2A£?(Xp- 1) -  (A2 + A2)J5(X*-2) ,c p
(3.3.2)
E{X2) =  - { B -  A) + 2AE{X) -  (A2 + A2) , (3.3.3)
and Varpf) = A B - A -A -  [a  -  f;(x )i2 , (3.3.4)
19
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which implies that for a fixed range (B —A), the variance is maximized when the 
truncation is symmetric. This result will be used later in connection with deter­
mining probabilities of non-existence of the ML estimate of A. Note that (3.3.2) 
and subsequent expressions simplify considerably when truncation is symmetric.
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Chapter 4
Estimation of Parameters
Let X  =  X i ,X i , . . . ,X n be independent, identically distributed (iid) truncated 
Cauchy random variables with pdf (3.2.1). Then the likelihood function of this 
sample is given by
l n( i : ,A ,B ,A , \ )  = f [g ( z i) = ( - )  ---------5-----------• (4-0.1)
1 =  1
Given 2 , our goal is to maximize this function with respect to the four param­
eters of the distribution. For both brevity and clarity, when we are discussing 
maximization of (4.0.1) with respect to a specific parameter, say A, we shall 
write only L„(A) instead of the longer representation on the left-hand side of 
(4.0.1).
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4.1 ML Estim ation o f th e Truncation Points A 
and B
First, note the following two points:
(i) B  must exceed £(„) = maximum of x and A must be less than £(i) = 
minimum of x.
(ii) tan_1(-) is a strictly increasing odd function.
Now, maximization of (4.0.1) with respect to A  and B  requires only that we 
minimize c with respect to A and B. From (i) and (ii) above it can be seen that
c can be made no smaller than tan"1 ZM. A _  tan"1 - for any A andA A
A. Thus, 2(1) is the ML estimate of A  and X(n) is the ML estimate of B. Note 
that both are obviously biased, though as MLEs they are consistent. Robson 
and Whitlock (1964) showed that estimates of the extreme points of truncated 
distributions which successively eliminate the bias on the order of A, etc. 
can be constructed as functions of the order statistics of the sample. Using this 
method, we find that the estimators
22
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^  =  (“ )* (!)-(*?)*< ») “ d
(4.1.1)
*  = (“ )*(»)“  (* ? )* ( - ! )
eliminate the bias of order A in X(i) and X(„) alone. David [1981] notes that 
the estimators which eliminate the bias of order J* are probably not worth 
the trouble since the small improvement in bias reduction is offset by a loss in 
efficiency.
Throughout the remainder of this chapter it will often be assumed that A(or A) =
A
—1 and B [ o t B )  = 1 for the purpose of estimating A and A. We can make this 
assumption without loss of generality (WLOG) since the data x can always be 
linearly transformed from its original range (whether this is known or estimated) 
to Xi E (—1,1) by the following:
2Xi -  (B + A) . , , A , oXXi = —  -♦ , t = l , . . . , n .  (4.1.2)
[ B - A )
Given that estimates of A and A, A and A, are obtained in terms of the trans­
formed data, we can arrive at equivalent estimates A and A for the original data 
as follows:
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4.2 ML E stim ation  of A
Maximizing (4.0.1) with respect to A is equivalent to m inim izing
Hn(A) = c" n  [(*.- -  A)s + A2] , (4.2.1)
i= l
with respect to A. IT is a continuous function on [-1,1] and hence attains an 
absolute minimum somewhere in this interval (Kaplan [1973]) implying that 
the ML estimate of A exists in this case with probability one. However, the 
derivative of the logarithm of the likelihood function Ln(A), and hence of Hn(A) 
also, can have multiple roots. That the likelihood function of A is not unimodal 
in the complete Cauchy case is well-known (e.g. Lehmann [1982] p. 423). In 
fact, this is easy to see. For the complete Cauchy, the c in (4.2.1) becomes z  
and hence we need only to minimize
Hn{&) = I l l t e  ”  A)2 + *21» _0° < < 00 > (4.2.2)
i=i
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with respect to A. Now,
iiogfr;(A ) ( i, -  a )
^ A  2£ f e - A ) »  +  ^ '  (4'2'3)
If the x’s are spaced far enough apart, this derivative can be dominated by a 
single term in the sum causing it to change sign as A passes through the x for 
that term. Barnett [1966] noted that “any relatively isolated observation must 
have the effect of making (4.2.3) pass through zero” and that “the occurrence 
of relatively isolated observations is quite likely in this situation on account of 
the extreme flatness of the Cauchy distribution.” However, it is important to 
emphasize that (4.2.3) need not have multiple roots. Indeed, in problem 9.2.18 in 
Lehmann [1983], the student is asked to show that (4.2.3) can have a unique root 
with positive probability. Of interest here is that whatever that probability is for 
a given Cauchy, it is certainly higher for the truncated Cauchy since truncation 
expunges the fat tails which give rise to isolated observations in a sample. While 
deriving specific conditions (i.e. ranges of values for A and A) which guarantee 
that (4.2.1) has a unique relative minimum on [-1,1] corresponding to the MLE 
of A seems very intractable, numerical results suggest that if only two percent 
of a complete Cauchy is truncated, multiple relative minima are very rare and
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that as the proportion truncated rises even modestly, such behavior becomes 
virtually non-existent.
4.3 ML Estim ation of A
In this section it will be shown that a finite ML estimate of A does not exist 
with positive probability for the truncated Cauchy distribution. A sufficient 
condition for existence will be given in Theorem 4.1 and a modified estimator 
to deal with instances of non-existence of the MLE will be presented in the next 
section. It will also be shown that the condition is necessary when n = 1 and 
n =  2 and asymptotically necessary for n > 3 in the sense that as n —► oo 
the probability that the condition is necessary goes to one. First, we prove the 
following three lemmas, which are needed to prove the main result in Theorem 
4.1, two of which involve the limits of functions of c and A and one, Lemma 4.2, 
is concerned with the limiting behavior of the likelihood function itself.
Lem m a 4 .1 : The limiting behavior of cA is given by:
(i) lim cA =  0.
A-*0
(ii) Hm cA = (B -  A).
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Proof (i): Recall c = tan*1 -  tan-1 
Therefore, lime = § -  ( - f )  = ?r since A G (A,B). 
and the result follows.
Proof (ii): lim cA = lim A tan*1 — lim A tan*1
--------------- —  A—*00 A-*oo *  A—*00 *
= lim _  lim t^ A - ^ u  h ±
u-*0 “  u-*0 u ’ *
=  i 'i j  ™ • by L’Hopital’a Rule
=  (B -  A) -  (A -  A)
=
Lemma 4.2: The limiting behavior of the likelihood function, Ln(A), is given by:
(0 limX„(A) = 0 .
(ii) lim Ln(A) =A—>00 B -  A
Proof (i): Recall X„(A) =  j - )  —--------   , and therefore (i) is obvious.
w  n [(*< - a)2+a2]i=i
Proof (ii) : lim L„(A) = ft lim -77---------------A—*oo ,=l A-.O0 c \ { X i  -  A)2 + A2]
= n  lim ..---- 1 A ,by L’Hopital’s Rule«=i a-+oo 2Ac + [(x,- — A)2 +  A2]^
dc A - A  B - Awhere
dX (A -  A)2 +  A2 (B -  A)2 + A2' 
Thus,
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ic  ( A - A )  (B -  A) 
<« ^  + 1 ^  +  1'
(LcCombining this with Lemma 4.1 and noting that lim — =  0 yields the result.x-*ood\
Note that in Lemma 4.2 above it must be assumed that “not too many” of the 
x’s have zero value. For example, if n = 1 and Xi =  0 then Z»i(A) =  --j- which
C A
goes to +oo as A —► 0 by Lemma 4.1 and not to zero as in Lemma 4.2. Thus the 
ML estimate of A in this case would be zero, which is a non-sensical estimator 
since A must always be positive. For n > 1, suppose WLOG that the first k of 
the x’s are zero, then
=  0 "
n * j n  « + * ’)
. = 1  i = ( k + l )
in—2k
-n  n
n  + a’)
.=(*+i)
Now, if n > 2k then limL„(A) = 0 as in Lemma 4.2. However, if n < 2k (i.e.
A—*0 v '  v
more than half of the sample observations are zero) then limL„(A) =  +oo and
n
the ML estimate of A again equals zero. If n = 2k, limi„(A) = 7r JJ xj, which
A^ ° ,=(*+!)
is a constant. The ML estimate in this case is again zero since lim Ln(A) =  0
A-*oo
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and not • This problem, however, will not occur in practice even for
a moderate sample size.
Lemma. 4.3; Let B = —A =  1. Thus c =  tan-1 +  tan-1 Define
The behavior of <£n(A) plays a crucial role in the proof
of Theorem 4.1 later, and is given below.
(i) lim^n(A) = 0  , for n = 1.
(ii) lim^n(A) = £  («.405), for n = 2.
(iii) lim^„(A) = oo, for n > 2.
(iv) jim ^„(A) =  n ( a 2 + | ) ,  for n > 1.
(v) For n =  1, ^„(A) increases monotonically to the limit (A2 + |) .
(vi) For n = 2, ^n(A) increases monotonically to the limit 2 ( a 2 + §).
Proof (i): lim^i(A) = lim — A2^  = 0, since c —> it.
Proofjii}: =  feS ( ?  -  *’)  =
Proof (iii): lim^n(A) = lim ( t—z------- A2^  =  +oo, since n > 2. L A—*o ' A-.o\A"- 2cn /
Proof (iv): On using the expansion
00 (—l lmu2m+1tan-1 u =  V  -— ---------- , | u |< 1 we have
m=o 2m  + 1
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(cA)" =  [ A t a n - l ^  +  A t a n - i ± ^ ] ”
, f .  (-i)m (1i 4)2”tl . f .  (-i)m 
h  2m + 1 ^  2m +  1
where A > 1+ | A | .
Hence, we have
(cA)" = (—l)mA~2ro[(l -  A)2wt+1 + (1 + A)2m+1
Lm=0 2m + 1
(1 — A) + (1 + A) —(1 -  A)3 +  (1 + A)3 
3A2 + 0 (&]■
2 - 5 ^  +3A3 • (& ]’
=  2n 1 - (3A2 +1) 3A2 +
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Now using the Binomial Theorem, we have
(ar - r [i-= e*+ !i+,,(£)]
T t a - * ■ «  -  ) - A’ + 0 ( ^ )
n.A2(3A2 +1) / 1 \
3A2 — »(3A2 +  1) ^  VAV
n(3A2 +1)
— o   n(3Aa+ l)  +
°  Aa
The limit of <^ „(A), as A —» oo, is thus seen to be n (A2 + 
Proof (v); WLOG assume A = 0 and let u =
d . _  (2 -  n)ttw-1 nun-2 u2 2
dA n (tan-1 u)n (tan-1 u) 1 +  u2 u
Hence, for n =  1 it must be shown that
u 1 u2
+ 71—-i" —* > 2 > 0 < u < oo.tan 1 u (tan 1 u)2 1 + u2 
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or equivalently that
tan v 1 tan2 v n 7r
—  + 1 — r - > 2 > 0 < v < o> v v* sec2v 2
7T
where v = tan 1 u.
This can be rewritten as
sinv 1 sin2v _------------ H----- j — > 2 , 0 < v < - .v cos v v2 2
Now — > -7^ 3—, 0 < v < ^ , (Mitrinovic [1970]). This implies that
sinv 1 v2 v2 sin2v . 1-> —- 2 • But -7-=— I------------------ — > 2 smce it is of the form -  + 1 wherev cosv sm v sin v v2 t
1,2 sin v 1 s*n2 v *t =  . , . T h u s ,------------- 1-----— > 2 ,  0 < v < —, which was to besin v v cos v v2 2
demonstrated.
Proof (vi): Again, assume WLOG that A =  0 and let u = -^  and v = tan-1 u.A
dUsing the expression for — ^„(A) above with n = 2 we see that it must be showndX
that
2u u2
> 2 , 0 < u < 00, or equivalently that(tan l u)5l  + uJ
2 tan v tan2 v ir
 < , , x—5 > 2, 0 < v < — .v3 1 + tan2 v 2
This can be rewritten as
sin3 v 7T„ > cosv, 0 < v < —.
V s  2
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But — j  > cosv, 0 < v < | ,  0 < a  < 3, (Mitrinovic [1970], p. 238) 
which yields the result.
We are now ready to present the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.1: Let Xi, ...,Xn be distributed iid truncated Cauchy on (-1,1) with 
parameters A and A. A sufficient condition for the existence of a unique ML 
estimate of A is that
S f e - A ) *  .
n
This condition can be rewritten as
E M  2 A * i ) l  ( 4 3 2 )
ft o
Before beginning the proof, it is worth noting that what this last statement 
says simply is that the ML estimate of A will exist if the mean of the quantities 
(x? — 2Axj), t = 1, ...,n, is “low enough.” Each of these quantities is made larger 
as x gets farther from A. Thus, the theorem says, in essence, that the ML 
estimate of A will exist in cases where the sample points Me not too far removed 
from A.
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Proof: Assume that the number of zero observations does not exceed the greatest
integer less than ^(n — l) and WLOG assume A =  0.&
1 nLet Wi = x? and define w — — Y ' x] .
n U.
The likelihood function can now be written as
M " n i ( s  + i ) '
Now, if tD < ^ there exists A such that tu < ^i(A) < -  given the behav- 3 3
ior of ^i(A) as demonstrated in Lemma 4.3. Equivalently, this implies that 
( jp  + l j  < . Note that j^l + l ) ] " < + l )  by the Arithmetic-
n (Wi  \  ( iD \ nGeometric Mean Inequality. Thus, JI + 1J < + 1J , which implies
n / Wi \  (  2  1
that J] which is equivalent to L„(A) > —. By Lemma 4.2,
this implies that -L„(A) must have at least one, and at most a finite number of 
critical points.
It will now be shown that Ln(A) has at most one relative maximum and thus, 
if the MLE of A exists, it is unique (and numerically easy to find since the 
likelihood function is unimodal). We have
log 2/„(A) =  n(log A -  log c) -  ^  log[(x< -  A)2 +  A2] . (4.3.3)
«=i
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dlogLn(X)
d \ = n
1 1  dc 
A c d \ - E
2A
f e [ ( * - A ) »  + A»]'
(4.3.4)
where dcd\
1 +  A
+ 1 - A(1 + A)2 +  A2 (1 — A)2 +  A2
Setting this derivative equal to zero yields
n ifa -  A)2 + **] 2*
1 _ 1 dc 
A c d \ (4.3.5)
Note that the RHS of (4.3.5) does not depend on the x,’s. By taking derivatives 
with respect to A of the LHS and RHS of (4.3.5) it is easy to show that they
behave as shown in Fig. 4.1.
If the (ij — A)2’s are “big enough” then we know that L„(A) has no critical 
points and hence (4.3.5) has no solution, that is, the graph of the LHS of (4.3.5)
is always above the graph of the RHS as shown in Fig. 4.2. What will be shown
now is that if the graph of the LHS and the graph of the RHS of (4.3.5) cross 
twice then they can’t cross a third time. Hence, if they cross at all, they do so 
exactly once or twice. Suppose (4.3.5) does have two solutions. Let A* be the 
larger of the two. For A > A*, the graph of the RHS of (4.3.5) is above the graph 
of the LHS as shown in Fig. 4.3 since the derivative in (4.3.4) is positive in this
range because A* is a relative m inimum of Ln(A).
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RHS of (4.3.5)
LHS Of (4.3.5)
Figure 4.1. Behavior of functions in Figure 4.1 if Ln(A) 
equal to zero
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RHS of (4.3.5)
LHS of (4.3.5)
Figure 4.2. Behavior of functions in Figure 4.1 if Ln(X) 
has no critical point
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RHS of (4.3.5)
LHS of (4.3.5)
X
Figure 4.3. Behavior of functions in Figure 4.1 if Ln(A) 
has at least two critical points
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Thus, for the graph of the LHS and the graph of the RHS to cross again the
LHS must decrease less rapidly than the RHS for A > A*. However, from the
situation depicted in Fig. 4.2 we can make both sides arbitrarily close without
having them cross by choosing the (x ,-A )J,s just “big enough” to prevent L„(A)
from having any critical points at all. But since we are now assuming L„(A) has
1 Btwo critical points then — Y'(x,- — A)2 must be smaller than in the situation
n U.
depicted in Fig. 4.2. This, however, only makes the graph of the LHS of (4.3.5) 
decrease faster in Fig. 4.3 than in Fig. 4.2. So, for A > A*, the graph of the 
RHS of (4.3.5) will never “catch up” with the graph of the LHS.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 4.1: For n = 1 and n = 2 the sufficient condition of Theorem 4.1 for 
the existence of a finite ML estimate of A is also necessary. That is, if L„(A) has 
a critical point then — Y l xi <
f t  «J
Proof: If L„(A) has a critical point then there exists A such that Ln(A) >
A
which can be rewritten as [I (f i + l) < us n^8 the notation of Theorem
(niu \  n ( Wi \+ l j  < II + l j  since the vector (mu,0,0, ...,0) majorizes
(wi,w2, ..., wn) cind J1 + 1  ^ is Schur concave (Marshall and Olkin [1979] and
Mitrinovic [1970]). Thus, we have + 1^  < which upon rearranging
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gives «  < - l ] ,  or ± I > ?  < For n = 1 and n = 2 ,
4>JX) 1
 < -  by Lemma 4.3 which proves the desired result.n 3
Note that when n =  1 the necessary and sufficient condition that (xi — A)2 < 
(A2 + |)  is equivalent to xx € (A — ^ A 2 +  1/3, A +  y^AJ +  1/3) which is 
obtained using the quadratic formula. This says that the existence of the MLE 
of A depends on how close the sample point is to A.
Theorem 4.2: The sufficient condition of Theorem 4.1 for the existence of a finite 
ML estimate of A is asymptotically necessary for n > 3. That is, as n —► oo, the 
probability that the condition is necessary goes to one.
Proof: First note that the vector (1, — — ..., — — majorizes (u/i, tu2, ..., u>»)\  n — 1 n — 1 /
and recall that n  ( tt +  1) is Schur concave which implies that ( — — -v r  + 1  ^i=i \Aa /  \  n - 1  A1 /
(^2 + l )  < II (j^  + l ) .  Now, L„(A) > ^  is equivalent to n  ( j  +  X)  <
( i x )  ’ “ d he,,ce (^TTF + 1) (j^  + 1) < ( £ ) ■  this
gives - — -tu — ( l  +A2)  _  ^2’ wbich goes to
w as n —► oo and the RHS goes to ^i(A) as n —*■ oo, which is what was needed 
to be demonstrated.
Before proceeding, we will emphasize the fact that the condition of Theorem 4.1
is not necessary when n > 2 by presenting a counterexample. Consider n = 3
40
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and let A = 0 and A =  1. Also, let
x\ =  0.98,
x\ =  0.03,
x\ = 0.01.
Under these conditions
■w ■ (I)' (1.98) (1.03) (1.01)
«  .1253 > -  .
8
Thus, Ls(A) does have at least one critical point here (and hence a finite MLE
1 3 1.02 1
of A as well) despite the fact that ~ Y l xi ~  ~7T~ = ^.34 > - .  As can be3 i=1 3 3
gleaned from this example, a sample for which the necessity fails must be widely
spaced, with the [(*« — A)2 + A2] not “too large” and the £(x,- — A)2 not
i = l  i = l
1 ”“too small.” For such samples we find, as above, that — — A)2 does not
exceed (A2 + |)  by much. In this sense the condition is almost necessary and 
for practical purposes, especially with large sample sizes, it is.
In summary, what has been shown is that the likelihood funciton Ln(A) behaves 
as shown in Figures 4.4, 4.5, or 4.6. For n =  1 and n =  2 the only possibilities
are as shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5, while for n > 3 the behavior shown
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1
2 "
Figure 4.4. Possible behavior of Ln(A)
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A
X
Figure 4.5. Possible behavior of Ln(X)
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A
X
Figure 4.6. Possible behavior of Ln(A)
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in Figure 4.6 is possible, but only for samples like the one in the example above 
for which the necessity condition fails.
4.4 N on-existence Probability o f the MLE of A
A question of immediate interest which arises from the results of the previous 
section is just how often does the MLE of A fail to exist. The probability that 
the MLE of A fails to exist is a function of the values of A, A, and n. First of 
all, it is a well-known property of ML estimators that as n —> oo the MLE will 
exist with probability one (e.g. Rao [1973] p. 364). The effect of A and A on 
the probability of the non-existence of the MLE of A can be examined by noting 
that, for n = 1, the probability that the MLE exists is given by
A /•“(*) dx _  1 
c //(a ) (x  — A)2 + A2 c
where £(A)= maximum of (—1, A — ^ A 2 + 1/3) , 
u(A)=minimum of (+1, A + yjA2 + 1/3) .
Since c is maximized for A =  0 (see appendix A) and [u(A) — £(A)] is minimized 
for A =  0, (4.4.1) is minimized at A = 0. Thus, for given A, the symmetrically 
truncated Cauchy is the worst case in terms of the likelihood of the existence of
45
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the MLE of A. As A —► 0, the RHS of (4.4.1) — ► 1 which makes intuitive sense 
since the probability that x  deviates from A by a given distance is decreasing as 
the density becomes more concentrated around A. Conversely, as A increases, 
the probability that the MLE of A fails to exist increases, approaching in the 
limit the probability that a uniform random variable on (-1,1) does not belong 
to the interval [£(A),u(A)].
When A =  0 , the condition which implies the non-existence of the MLE of
1 n 1A from Theorem 4.1 becomes simply — For n = 1 we can evaluate
»;=i
(4.4.1) directly to find the probability (after subtracting from one) that the MLE
tan-1 —
of A fails to exist. With A = 0, (4.4.1) reduces t o  Table 4.1 gives
tan- 1 —A
probabilities that the MLE of A fails to exist for A =  0 and various values of A. 
Note that the probabilities in Table 4.1 represent upper bounds on the prob­
abilities of non-existence for all A and n. To see how rapidly these probar 
bilities decrease with increasing sample size, recall from Chapter Three that 
E(X2) = ^  -  A2^  and E{X4) = ~ ~  when A = 0. Thus
n
for sufficiently large n, is distributed approximately normal with mean
»=i
(— — A2 ) and variance — — (A2 — — + x I • Using these values to normal- c )  n [c  \  c ZJ\
ize the P  \ we find that even for n =  10 and A =  1 that this is
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Table 4.1
Probability that the MLE of A Fails to Exist for A = 0 and n = 1 
note: these probabilities are upper bounds for all n and A
A Probability A Probability
.001 <.0005 .60 .2564
.01 .0047 .65 .2697
.05 .0240 .70 .2816
.10 .0488 .75 .2925
.15 .0741 .80 .3023
.20 .0991 .85 .3113
.25 .1234 .90 .3193
.30 .1468 .95 .3267
.35 .1688 1.00 .3333
.40 .1894 1.50 .3751
.45 .2084 2.00 .3939
.50 .2259 5.00 .4176
.55 .2419 oo .4226
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approximately equivalent to the P\Z > 8], where Z  is the standard normal 
random variable. The z-values are much higher for smaller A and/or larger n. 
Hence, the answer to the question raised at the beginning of this section is that 
for even modest sample sizes the probability that the MLE of A fails to exist is 
extremely small.
Before proceeding, it is worthwhile to put in perspective how various values of 
A and A relate to the proportion of the complete distribution being truncated,
g
which equals (1 -----). Fig. 4.7 shows the proportion of the complete Cauchy
7T
being truncated (i.e. beyond -1 and 1) for various combinations of A and A. 
Note that the symmetrically truncated distribution (A = 0) deletes the smallest 
proportion of the complete distribution for given A. In particular, for the case 
mentioned above (A = 1), the proportion of the complete distribution being 
truncated is always at least 1/2 since A is, recall, the semi-interquartile range 
of the complete Cauchy. It seems unlikely in practice that we would be dealing 
with instances of truncation of greater magnitude than this, a point which is 
reinforced by the numerical results in Chapter Six.
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Figure 4.7. Proportion of complete Cauchy truncated 
beyond -1 and 1 for various A and X
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4.5 A M odified MLE of A
Though the probability of non-existence of the MLE of A, as discussed in the
previous section, is typically slight, there nevertheless remains the possibility
that it could occur. In addition, there also exists a chance that the MLE of A
exists, but is extremely large. Mittal and Dahiya [1986] found that this same
situation can occur with the MLE of a2 in the case of the truncated normal. This
can occur if the condition of Theorem 4.1 is barely met by the sample points,
meaning that Ln(A) does cross the asymptote —, but not until A is possibly
2”
very large. Such an estimate of A is meaningless since for A > 4 or so (recall 
Fig. 4.10) the density is so flat that a uniform distribution is a more appropriate 
model than a truncated Cauchy. The non-existence problem and the blowing 
up problem with the MLE of A can both be dealt with by modifying the range 
used in the estimation process.
The problems with the MLE of A arise when the likelihood function, Ln(A), is 
less than f°r all A or equal to  ^ only for some large value
of A. Of course, for B = —A = 1, (B — A) = 2. When we find that the MLE of 
A is non-existent or ill-behaved, we can let [B — A) > 2 by adjusting A and/or
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B  outwards. This can always be done enough to yield as small a solution to
than Zrn(A). For efficiency considerations, we should only widen the range “as 
much as necessary” because making it arbitrarily wide will produce an estimate 
of A with negative bias (i.e. an underestimate) since increasing the range without 
correspondingly inflating the data makes the data look, in effect, as if it came 
from a population with a smaller A than it actually did. Hence, an appropriate 
range is one which would produce an unbiased estimate. However, there is no 
way to know, in a given instance, how wide is “as much as necessary” to produce 
this result.
One way to determine how wide the range should be is to look at the estimate 
of A itself. That is, we can put an upper bound on A and force the range to be 
wide enough to produce an estimate which is within this bound. The sample 
can serve as a guide to what this bound should be.
As will be seen in the next chapter, the semi-interquartile range of the truncated 
Cauchy, A?, can be expressed as follows:
Ln(X) =  as one wants. Of course, increasing (B — A) also decreases
Ln(A) because c is increased, but is decreasing at a much faster rate
jtan _i 1 + AA
_i 1 + A
A ]} •  (4-5.1)
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Upon equating the RHS of (4.5.1) with the sample semi-interquartile range, L, 
one can solve for an estimate of A. In fact, this procedure will be investigated
reasonable bound on A for purposes of finding a modified MLE. By setting 
A = 0 (which maximizes the RHS of 4.5.1) and using first order approximations 
of tan and tan-1 we find, for L < | ,
earlier, any estimate of A greater than this is essentially useless anyway.
As will be seen upon examination of simulation results in the next section, this 
procedure appears to work well in practice. While seeming a bit arbitrary it 
is at least a simple solution to the problems inherent in the MLE of A. The 
extent to which a large increase in the range is necessary to achieve an estimate 
of A that is within the bound serves as a warning to the user that the particular 
sample in question is ill-behaved to begin with.
in more detail in the next section. Our goal here is only to establish some
(4.5.2)
This can be used as an upper bound on A in the estimation procedure. If L >
implying the sample is very spread out (i.e. clustered in the extremes), we can
just set L =  .49 which is equivalent to a bound on A of about four. As noted
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4.6 E stim ators Based on Quantiles
Traditional moment estimators for the parameters of the truncated Cauchy also
fail to exist with positive probability. For example, recall from Chapter Three
that the variance of a truncated Cauchy random variable X  is given by
Var(X) - - a!
C
-  [ A  -  E { i C ] f  . (4.6.1)
This is clearly maximized for A = 0 since in that case E(X) — A. However, 
when A = 0,
then the moment estimators will fail to exist.
— - A 2 c < -  which means that if the sample variance is > -  3 3
As an alternative to the moment estimators, we will examine a procedure which,
in the spirit of the method of moments, yields estimators derived from equating 
sample values with their population equivalents. Let pr denote the percentile
of X  on (-1,1), defined by
A rP' 
c  J - i  ( x  -
d x
 A)2 + A2 100 (4.6.2)
This gives
pr = A + Atan c -  tan (4.6.3)
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Therefore,
Ay = pbo =  A + A tan c _i 1 + A L2 ~  — ] •
(4.6.4)
is the median of X.  Now, let
If k = 25, then (4.6.5) yields the semi-interquartile range of the truncated
Cauchy. That is,
At =  Vx  =  ^  jtan  ^  -  tan — tan c _j 1 +  AL4 ~ tan — ]} •  (4.6.6)
Equating the sample median with the expression for Ar  in (4.6.4) and the sample 
semi-interquartile range with that for Ar in (4.6.6) yields a pair of equations 
which can be solved simultaneously to yield estimates of A and A. Now, Ar € 
(0, which means that if the sample semi-interquartile range is > ^ , (4.6.6)
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will have no solution. In that case we can substitute 1726 for >725, equating it to 
the comparable sample range. In general, *  € (o, £ ) , hnp.ying that for some 
k the sample range will have to be less than rjt, leading to a pair of equations 
for which solutions exist. These estimators based on sample percentiles are 
compared with the modified ML estimators through simulations in Chapter 
Five.
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Chapter 5
Simulation
5.1 A sym ptotic  Variances o f M LE’s
Before presenting simulation results comparing the performance of the modified 
MLE’s and the quantile estimators developed in Chapter Four, we derive the 
asymptotic variance-covariance (or dispersion) matrix of the MLE’s. It is well 
known (see Kendall and Stuart [1979] and Lehmann [1983] for example) that 
MLE’s are asymptotically normal and efficient, provided certain regularity con­
ditions are met. These conditions (see Kendall and Stuart [1979], p. 43) are 
easily verified for the truncated Cauchy. We can use the asymptotic variances 
of the estimators of A and A from the dispersion matrix as a sort of baseline for
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judging the magnitude of the finite sample simulated mean square errors of the
estimates computed in the next two sections.
Assuming A and B  known, and WLOG equal to —1 and 1, respectively, the
dispersion matrix of the MLE’s is —V-1, where V is a 2 x 2 matrix with elementsn
given by
vn = - E aV PO
dOidOj , i , j  = 1,2,
in which f (X)  is the truncated Cauchy density given in (3.2.1) and $_ = [6i ,62] = 
[A, A] is a two dimensional parameter. The second order partial derivatives of
f(x) are given below.
d2f{x) 
dA 2
dc
dA
1 d2c 2[(x — A)2 — A2]
TaK f +  [ ( z -  a )*+ a»]i (5.1.2)
d2f(x)  _  1 dc dc 1 d2c 4\(x — A)
dAdX c2d \ d A  cdAdX [{x -  A)2 + A2]2 ‘ (5.1.3)
d2f{x)
dX2
dc
dX
1 1 d2c 2[(s -  A)2 -  A2]
A2 c dX2 [(s -  A)2 + A2]2 (5.1.4)
The expected value of each of these expressions with respect to the density f(x)
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can be expressed as follows:
where
I
and
where q(x) =
- E [0 7 (1)1 i dcdA2 c2 dA
1 d2c 2A _
+ h 1cdA* c (5.1.5)
=  »ii.
- E d2f{x)dA2dX
1 dc dc 1 d2c 4A2
c2 dX dA c d A d \  c (5.1.6)
=  «12 =  v21
- E \d2f(x) 1 dcd A 2 c2 dX
1 1 d2c 2A r .
F  cdj?+ T  (51-7)
=  V2 2 .
, i  (x -  A)2 — A2 
J - i  [(x -  A)2 + A2]8 dx (5.1.8)
—c 1 
4A2 ~ 2 L?2(l) 92( - l )
1
4A2
1 + A + ( 1 - A ) (5.1.9)
f 1 (x -  A) 
J - i  q3(xJ  =  I '  3{  \  '  d xq (x) (5.1.10)
(5.1.11)
[92(1) 92(~ l)J
[(x -  A)2 + A2] . These expressions, while long and messy, can
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easily be evaluated numerically for various A and A and the matrix V can then
be inverted to yield V-1. The results of such evaluation and inversion, for
values of A and A corresponding to those used in subsequent simulations, give
the coefficients of — in the dispersion matrix and are given in Table 5.1. In n
Table 5.2, we give the elements of the dispersion matrix for n = 20, the sample 
size used in later simulations. These values can be compared to the mean square 
errors obtained from these simulations.
5.2 N um erical Results
The performance of the estimators developed in Chapter Four was checked by 
generating 500 random samples of size n =  20 each from a truncated Cauchy dis­
tribution with a given combination of parameters and computing the estimates 
of these parameters for each sample. The estimated bias and mean square error 
(MSE) of the estimators was then calculated using these 500 sets of estimates. 
This procedure was done twice for each combination of parameters, once given 
that the truncation points A and B were known, and once assuming them to 
be unknown and estimating them too. The results of these simulations are pre-
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sented in Tables 5.3-5.10. We highlight some key observations gleaned from 
these tables.
First of all, on the whole note that the modified ML estimators performed uni­
formly better than the quantile estimators. This is most likely a reflection of the 
fact that the quantile estimators do not use “all of the data” as the modified ML 
estimators do. In particular, note that the performance of the quantile estima­
tors is relatively worse when estimating A as opposed to A, with the effect being 
more pronounced in the case where A and B  are unknown. The performance of 
both estimators in estimating A deteriorates in going from the case where A and 
B  are known to the case where A and B  are unknown while the performance 
of both improves from the former case to the latter when estimating A. This 
makes sense since having to estimate the truncation points when they are un­
known has an impact on the scale of the distribution but not on the location, 
hence the variability in the estimates of A  and B  has a detrimental impact on 
the estimation of A by either method while the estimates of A are improved 
because when A  and B  are unknown the data “looks” more clustered around its 
center since for this sample size the estimates of A  and B  are still biased inwards. 
Spot checking some simulation results for larger sample sizes verifies this since
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it was observed that for larger sample sizes all the estimates improved, as one 
would expect, and that the differential effects of A  and B  known and unknown 
tended to diminish in terms of estimating both A and A.
Looking at the simulation results (as well as the asymptotic results) we also 
note that in all cases the estimators deteriorate as (i) the truncated distribu­
tion become more skewed (higher A), and (ii) as the percentage of the complete 
distribution truncated increases (higher A). In the tables these conditions corre­
spond to moving from the upper left hand corner down towards the lower right. 
This result is not surprising since both conditions have the effect of making 
the truncated distribution more severely deformed relative to its complete form, 
making the parameters, which are defined in terms of the complete distribu­
tion, less readily distinguishable from a sample from such a severely truncated 
distribution. Finally, in Table 5.11 we present the results of estimating A and 
B using the estimators defined in (4.1.1). We show the results for » =  20, the 
sample size used in the previous simulations, and for n = 65, which corresponds 
to the sample size used in the application presented in the next chapter. Note 
that only the biases are given in Table 5.11. This is because we are primarily 
interested in the bias when estimating A and B.  We also note that the asymp-
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totic distribution of statistics involving extreme order statistics does not always 
exist (David [1981]). Thus, we do not have the asymptotic variance of such 
statistics, which gives meaning to the simulated MSE as a basis for comparison. 
Further, it is important to note that even though Z(i) and Z(„) were shown to be 
the ML estimators of A and B,  respectively, the regularity conditions referenced 
in the last section fail to hold here and thus the method used to calculate the 
asymptotic variances of the MLE’s of A and A is not applicable here.
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Table 5.1
Coefficients of — in the Asymptotic Variances 
of the MLE’s of A and A 
with A and B Known
A oII<1 A = .25 A =  .50
.05 .0048 .0048 .0048
.0052 .0052 .0052
.10 .0188 .0187 .0185
.0216 .0217 .0223
.15 .0410 .0408 .0404
.0511 .0516 .0535
.20 .0708 .0707 .0709
.0962 .0974 .1021
.25 .1081 .1082 .1114
.1602 .1627 .1720
.50 .4109 .4368 .5742
.9575 .9797 1.0432
.75 .9826 1.1583 1.9345
3.5248 3.5940 3.7612
The top number in each pair is the coefficient corresponding 
to A and the bottom number is that corresponding to A.
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Table 5.2
Asymptotic Variances of the MLE’s 
of A and A for n =  20 
with A and B Known
A A = 0  A = .25 A =  .50
.05 .0002 .0002 .0002
.0003 .0003 .0003
.10 .0009 .0009 .0009
.0011 .0011 .0011
.15 .0020 .0020 .0020
.0026 .0026 .0027
.20 .0035 .0035 .0035
.0048 .0049 .0051
.25 .0054 .0054 .0056
.0080 .0081 .0086
.50 .0205 .0218 .0287
.0479 .0490 .0522
.75 .0491 .0579 .0967
.1762 .1797 .1881
The top number in each pair is the asymptotic variance of 
A and the bottom number is the asymptotic variance of A.
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Table 5.3
Simulated Bias and MSE of MLE of A
With A and B  Known
A ©II
< A =  .25 A = .50
.05 .0016 -.0010 -.0010
.0003 .0003 .0003
.10 .0014 .0011 -.0044
.0011 .0012 .0011
.15 .0020 .0012 -.0075
.0025 .0026 .0019
.20 .0027 -.0065 -.0141
.0046 .0041 .0028
.25 .0075 -.0101 -.0266
.0067 .0060 .0045
.50 .0042 -.0353 -.0955
.0250 .0211 .0230
.75 -.0123 -.0740 -.1782
.0554 .0450 .0554
The top number in each pair is the bias and the bottom number 
is the MSE based on 500 samples of size 20 each from a 
truncated Cauchy distribution with the given combination 
of parameters.
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Table 5.4
Simulated Bias and MSE of MLE
of A with A and B Unknown
A > II o A = .25 A = .50
.05 .0018 .0007 .0009
.0006 .0001 .0001
.10 .0009 -.0008 -.0010
.0007 .0007 .0009
.15 .0015 .0011 -.0063
.0018 .0017 .0012
.20 .0023 .0042 .0098
.0041 .0021 .0022
.25 .0032 -.0093 -.0159
.0049 .0011 .0023
.50 -.0035 .0075 .0514
.0052 .0061 .0116
.75 .0056 -.0216 -.1082
.0083 .0122 .0231
The top number in each pair is the bias and the bottom number 
is the MSE based on 500 samples of size 20 each from a 
truncated Cauchy distribution with the given combination 
of parameters.
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Table 5.5
Simulated Bias and MSE of Modified MLE
of A with A and B Known
A
oII<1 A = .25 A =  .50
.05 -.0002 -.0014 -.0017
.0004 .0004 .0005
.10 -.0028 .0012 .0024
.0018 .0015 .0013
.15 .0039 -.0015 -.0002
.0032 .0031 .0029
.20 -.0031 .0064 -.0036
.0055 .0074 .0054
.25 .0046 .0149 -.0012
.0108 .0173 .0092
.50 .0374 .0255 .0233
.1012 .1237 .0689
.75 .0477 .0457 .0635
.2957 .2744 .3303
The top number in each pair is the bias and the bottom number 
is the MSE based on 500 samples of size 20 each from a 
truncated Cauchy distribution with the given combination 
of parameters.
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Table 5.6
Simulated Bias and MSE of Modified MLE
of A with A and B Unknown
A A = 0 A =  .25 A = .50
.05 -.0182 -.0021 -.0015
.0186 .0096 .0064
.10 -.0121 -.0023 -.0018
.0165 .0097 .0132
.15 .0097 -.0029 -.0110
.0135 .0104 .0197
.20 -.0105 .0005 .0136
.0121 .0011 .0204
.25 .0096 -.0241 .0214
.0200 .0086 .0913
.50 .0215 .0312 .0295
.0946 .1012 .1013
.75 .0683 .0569 .0581
.3891 .3423 .3317
The top number in each pair is the bias and the bottom number 
is the MSE based on 500 samples of size 20 each from a 
truncated Cauchy distribution with the given combination 
of parameters. . .
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Table 5.7
Simulated Bias and MSE of Quantile Estimates
of A with A and B Known
A oII< A = .25 A = .50
.05 .0019 .0018 .0008
.0004 .0004 .0004
.10 .0018 -.0018 .0031
.0014 .0014 .0019
.15 .0026 .0011 -.0102
-.0033 .0030 .0035
.20 -.0019 -.0017 -.0196
.0058 .0051 .0061
.25 -.0082 .0163 .0310
.0091 -.0094 .0083
.50 .0059 -.0301 -.0975
.0281 .0278 .0285
.75 -.0179 -.0935 -.1919
.0721 .0512 .0632
The top number in each pair is the bias and the bottom number 
is the MSE based on 500 samples of size 20 each from a 
truncated Cauchy distribution with the given combination 
of parameters.
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Table 5.8
Simulated Bias and MSE of Quantile Estimates
of A with A and B Unknown
A
oII< A = .25 A = .50
.05 -.0019 .0007 .0011
.0005 .0002 .0002
.10 .0009 .0007 -.0009
.0008 .0008 .0010
.15 -.0017 -.0008 .0002
.0020 .0019 .0011
.20 .0019 .0048 -.0076
.0046 .0030 .0029
.25 -.0033 -.0102 .0261
.0051 .0016 .0098
.50 .0017 .0081 .0732
.0059 .0076 .0202
.75 -.0023 .0183 -.1268
.0091 .0165 .0333
The top number in each pair is the bias and the bottom number 
is the MSE based on 500 samples of size 20 each from a 
truncated Cauchy distribution with the given combination 
of parameters.
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Table 5.9
Simulated Bias and MSE of Quantile Estimates
of A with A and B Known
A A = 0 A =  .25 A = .50
.05 .0011 .0018 -.0021
.0008 .0006 .0006
.10 -.0017 -.0013 .0033
.0031 .0019 .0015
.15 .0051 -.0007 -.0011
.0057 .0028 .0038
.20 -.0035 .0056 .0040
.0072 .0081 .0057
.25 -.0038 -.0196 .0G19
.0198 .0207 .0121
.50 .0414 .0278 .0285
.1365 .1361 .0777
.75 -.0158 .0392 .0641
.2810 .2912 .3413
The top number in each pair is the bias and the bottom number 
is the MSE based on 500 samples of size 20 each from a 
truncated Cauchy distribution with the given combination 
of parameters.
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Table 5.10
Simulated Bias and MSE of Quantile Estimates
of A with A and B Unknown
A A =  0 A = .25 A = .50
.05 .0151 -.0074 .0076
.0192 .0135 .0130
.10 .0138 .0093 -.0121
.0193 .0152 .0178
.15 -.0113 -.0061 .0065
.0180 .0196 .0283
.20 .0128 .0117 -.0142
.0157 .0183 .0289
.25 -.0111 .0071 .0264
.0259 .0192 .1153
,50 .0261 .0216 .0376
.1213 .1245 .1391
.75 .0715 .0432 .0452
.4560 .3780 .3812
The top number in each pair is the bias and the bottom number 
is the MSE based on 500 samples of size 20 each from a 
truncated Cauchy distribution with the given combination 
of parameters.
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Table 5.11
Simulated Bias of Rcbson-Whitlock Estimates
of A and B for n = 20 and n = 65
A =  0 A = .25 A = .50
A A B A B A B
.05 .3920 -.4322 .6485 -.3130 .7181 -.1457
.2074 -.2084 .2687 -.1141 .4129 -.0570
.10 .2909 -.2910 .4046 -.1987 .5080 -.1028
.0859 -.0558 .1681 -.0582 .2116 -.0166
.15 .2412 -.1778 .3257 -.1289 .4247 -.0751
.0773 -.0676 .0529 -.0220 .1425 -.0086
.20 .1830 -.1681 .2379 -.1005 .2810 -.0372
.0449 -.0427 .0488 -.0154 .1161 -.0034
.25 .1471 -.1346 .2148 -.0756 .2504 -.0239
.0315 -.0250 .0327 -.0085 .0277 -.0044
.50 .0580 -.0490 .1012 -.0360 .0970 -.0151
.0095 -.0155 .0007 -.0029 .0185 -.0007
.75 .0531 -.0321 .0630 -.0115 .0428 -.0027
-.0050 -.0007 .0131 -.0061 .0098 -.0006
The top number in each pair gives the simulated bias from 500 samples in 
estimating A = — 1 or 5  =  1 using the equations (4.1.1) with n =  20. The 
bottom number gives the corresponding results for n =  65.
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Chapter 6
Application
6.1 Stock Return D istributions
As noted back in Chapter One, it is reasonable to assume that a truncated dis­
tribution of some kind might be an appropriate model in many circumstances 
where currently distributions with infinite support are used. As an example of 
this notion in general, and as an application of the truncated Cauchy distribu­
tion in particular, we will consider the selection of a model for common stock 
returns. By returns on common stocks we mean, for some particular period, 
the percentage gain (or loss) incurred from changes in the price of the stock 
plus the periodic dividend yield-this is what is often referred to as total return.
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Specifically, we define the total return of a stock for the period to be
i ?  - f i  f i - i  ~t~ A
~  p  »
■*»-1
where P,=price at the end of the period,
P,_!=price at the beginning of the period,
2?,=periodic dividend.
Specification of a distribution for stock returns is important in finance because 
models designed to guide the selection of portfolios with specific risk (volatility 
of return) and return characteristics fundamentally depend on an assumption 
about how the returns of individual stocks behave. Examples are the stan­
dard Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) and the Black-Scholes option pric­
ing model (Fama [1976] and Elton & Gruber [1980]). Better fitting distributions 
should lead to more accurate model results (i.e. better portfolio management). 
Because of this link, in addition to the pure academic nature of the quest, the 
study of the distribution of returns on common stocks (as well as other assets) 
has been pursued vigorously, but with mixed results. The standard assumption, 
still generally accepted in theory and much applied in practice, is to treat stock
returns as normally distributed (Fama [1976]). This stems from the fact that the
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earliest attempts to describe the distribution of returns began with simplifying 
assumptions which led in theory to normal returns (Osborne, [1959]) and that 
research since has not produced an alternative which is clearly superior in the 
sense of being more accurate and as easy to understand and use as the normal 
distribution. It is not the goal here to review the extensive record of that 
research. As Oldfield, et.al., [1977] say, the papers by Fama [1965], Mandlebrot 
and Taylor [1967], Clark [1973], and Blattberg and Gonedes [1974], “give an 
excellent survey of materials published on stock return distributions.”
The search for alternative models of stock returns is a consequence of the eas­
ily observable fact that empirical distributions of returns have properties not 
consistent with normality. In particular, distributions of common stock returns 
(for periods ranging from daily to annually) tend to exhibit skewness and, more 
pervasively, heavier tail probabilities than the normal distribution. These points 
are noted by almost all of the authors listed above and Fama [1976, p. 30-33] 
in his classic text, Foundations of Finance, notes in his discussion on the distri­
bution of stock returns that “the first thing we can note about the frequency 
distribution of monthly returns is that they are slightly skewed to the right” 
and that “it is nevertheless clear...that distributions of monthly returns are still
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slightly leptokurtic relative to normal distributions.” Fama makes these obser­
vations subsequent to noting that distributions of daily returns are even more 
severely non-normal. The criticism of the normal distribution as a model for 
common stock returns seem to beg the question of why not try the truncated 
Cauchy as an alternatr'e. The truncated Cauchy as a family of distributions 
can have skewed as well as symmetric members and heavier tail probabilities 
and lengths depending upon the degree of truncation. In the next section, the 
results of fitting actual returns to the truncated Cauchy distribution and com­
paring the results to the fits of the complete Cauchy, normal, and truncated 
normal are presented.
6.2 G oodness o f F it Results
The return data for the goodness of fit tests consisted of 65 consecutive monthly 
total returns (February, 1975 through June, 1980) for a sample of 77 stocks (see 
appendix C for a complete list) traded on the New York Stock Exchange and 
obtained courtesy of Delta Financial, Inc. of Virginia Beach, Virginia (Mark T. 
Finn, President). There is nothing particularly special about the period of time
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or the number of months selected for study. A number of checks using different 
numbers of returns from different periods of time served to confirm the results 
presented here.
Comparisons of the fit of the data to particular hypothesized distributions were 
made using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic. The choice of the Kolmogorov- 
Smirnov over the Pearson chi-square as the test of goodness of fit was based 
primarily on the fact that the K-S statistic is specifically designed to be used 
with data drawn from continuous populations while the chi-square test is in its 
natural setting with count data. Four distributions were compared: the normal, 
the truncated normal, the Cauchy, and the truncated Cauchy. Before calculating 
the goodness of fit of each distribution, estimates of parameters needed to be 
made. The normal simply required the sample mean and sample variance as 
estimates. Estimates for the truncated normal were obtained using the modified 
MLE’s given in Mittal [1984]. Estimates for the Cauchy were obtained from the 
equations found in Johnson and Kotz [1970]. And finally, for the truncated 
Cauchy, the MLE’s (modified if needed) as presented here in Chapter Four were 
used because of their superior performance over the quantile estimators. It is 
significant to note that the estimates obtained for the truncated Cauchy are
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in fact the MLE’s in all 77 cases. That is, no modification of the range was 
necessary in any case in order to produce a meaningful estimator of A.
The results of the goodness of fit procedure are presented in Table 6.1. Note 
first that in comparing each complete distribution with its truncated form it was 
found that the truncated Cauchy fitted better than the completed Cauchy in all 
but one (GRN) of the 77 cases and that truncated normal fit better than the 
complete normal in all but three cases, and two of these (F and ARC) were close 
and the other was the pathological case (GRN) in which the complete Cauchy 
was the best fit. The data for GRN has two very extreme outliers, one on each 
side of the distribution, which explains why the Cauchy, with its long, heavy 
tails, fit this data much better than the other three distributions. These re­
sults reinforce what was said back in Chapter One about the potential for using 
truncated distributions in many situations where currently other distributions, 
especially complete normals, are often used. That the truncated distributions 
fit better than their complete counterparts attests to the flexibility of the former 
in terms of accommodating skewness and variable tail lengths. The complete 
distribution is, after all, just a special case in the class of the truncated dis­
tribution. Given the performance of the estimators of the parameters of the
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truncated distributions, and the relative ease with which they can be obtained 
using computers, the aforementioned results raise the question of the benefits of 
ever using the complete form of either distribution when the goal is to actually 
model real data. Upon comparing the fits of the truncated Cauchy and the 
truncated normal it was found that the truncated Cauchy fitted better in 46 out 
of the 77 cases, or approximately 60 percent of the time. This would seem to 
be a reflection of the leptokurtic nature of return distributions. Further, it is 
interesting to note in comparing the two truncated distributions that of the ten 
worst fits (as measured by the largest K-S statistics and not counting GRN), 
eight involve the truncated normal and that of the ten best fits six are found 
using the truncated Cauchy.
In the last column in Table 6.1 is shown the proportion of the complete Cauchy 
distribution truncated by the fitted truncated Cauchy. The proportions range 
from a low of 0.066 to a high of 0.364. These numbers demonstrate the significant 
difference between the complete and truncated Cauchy distributions as models 
for the data under investigation here. Referring back to Fig. 4.7, the proportions 
of the complete Cauchy truncated can be seen to correspond to estimates of X 
between approximately 0.1 and 0.6 for the data transformed to the interval
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[-M l-
As a final step, the above comparisons were made again, using instead of the 
monthly total return, i2,-, for each stock, the transformed data given by log(l + 
Ri). The use of this transformation is common in financial applications since 
log(l + Ri) is the continuously compounded return for the period as opposed 
to the simple return, Ri. The effect of the transformation is to stretch out 
the negative returns in the left tail of the distribution and pull in the positive 
returns in the right tail, alleviating some of the positive skewness generally 
present in distributions of simple returns. However, as Fama [1976] notes, the 
distributions of continuously compounded returns still tend to be skewed. The 
results of fitting the compounded returns were virtually unchanged from those 
using the simple returns. In comparing the truncated distributions, for example, 
only three stocks change in terms of which distribution fitted better, two going 
from truncated Cauchy to truncate normal and one vice-versa, and the fits for 
these three were close originally anyway. This result is not surprising in that, 
as mentioned, going from simple returns to compounded ones primarily impacts 
the tails of the distributions where the density is low and leaves the center of 
the distribution largely unaffected. That is, the transformation does not really
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alter the peakedness of the distributions where the K-S test is more sensitive to 
changes in the density and thus the comparisons are left essentially unchanged 
by it.
Finally, in Fig. 6.1 we show the empirical distribution of IBM returns from 
Fig. 1.1 along with the fitted normal and truncated Cauchy densities. This 
figure graphically reinforces the speculation made in Chapter One, and verified 
in Table 6.1, that a truncated distribution might very well fit this data better 
than a complete (and specifically normal) distribution. We note from Table 6.1 
that this (IBM) example is a fairly typical, non-extreme, case in terms of the 
goodness of fit of the distributions tested.
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Table 6.1
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Statistics 
note: asterisk denotes the best fit
Trunc.
Stock Normal Norm
IBM .095 .082
XON .056 .052*
GE .106 .191
GM .063 .060*
PLY .090 .076
RD .063 .062*
AN .101 .088
DD .091 .069
BP .113 .097
S .097 .081
CHV .109 .080*
MOB .119 .086
ARC .092 .095
AXP .071 .061
SOH .052 .049*
PG .103 .073
EK .141 .099
SLB .055 .052*
MC .103 .078
MO .092 .071
KO .102 .080
F .039* .044
MMM .084 .072
MRK .059 .057*
Trunc. Prop,
Cauchv Cauchv Trum
.109 .073* .168
.113 .073 .236
.125 .079* .203
.107 .069 .239
.127 .059* .301
.119 .072 .163
.111 .079* .104
.080 .060* .154
.078 .073* .156
.115 .067* .210
.127 .081 .082
.121 .074* .066
.089 .082* .129
.114 .050* .295
.088 .070 .164
.110 .063* .187
.098 .078* .189
.083 .057 .345
.117 .064* .137
.108 .063* .323
.102 .061* .161
.091 .068 .231
.101 .067* .177
.089 .072 .233
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Table 6.1 (continued)
Trunc. Trunc. Prop,
Stock Normal Normal Cauchv Cauchv Trun*
SQB .073 .068 .118 .056* .159
TIC .068 .061* .125 .090 .165
HNZ .068 .059* .101 .076 .216
K .060 .051* .089 .077 .146
RTN .082 .079 .106 .076* .364
JCP .069 .060* .088 .069 .137
CAT .084 .075 .096 .073* .107
WY .068 .055 .084 .039* .354
CAF .092 .081 .113 .068* .242
TGT .055 .049* .100 .063 .233
XRX .086 .081 .112 .073 * .119
UTX .080 .059 .141 .047* .175
JPM .066 .056* .115 .090 .291
SUN .065 r u ni W X .088 .060* .152
ITT .101 .099 .117 .083* .137
ROK .102 .085 .113 .079* .085
RCA .074 .069* .109 .087 .197
BNI .088 .082 .091 .081* .149
BRY .096 .078* .104 .081 .161
C .140 .088 .094 .085* .257
GCI .084 .072 .090 .069* .194
UK .124 .091 .093 .077* .223
GRN .480 .592 .091* .552 .175
UN .123 .105 .136 .078* .319
LTR .075 .063* .105 .082 .152
SNE .132 .081 .098 .055* .143
MOT .048 .047* .127 .049 .199
VO .094 .076 .105 .071* .195
DH .105 .083* .126 .086 .145
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Table 6.1 (continued)
Trunc. Trunc. Prop.
Stock Normal Normal Cauchv Cauchv Trunc
HWP .070 .060* .104 .068 .171
AHP .075 .064 .099 .056* .128
GTE .075 .058 .106 .046* .113
JNJ .070 .059* .118 .094 .124
BMY .068 .062* .094 .080 .126
WMT .115 .097 .123 .050* .073
PFE .109 .093 .112 .084* .236
AIG .087 .079* .115 .086 .227
ABT .050 .049* .096 .056 .288
BA .061 .053* .097 .072 .100
DEC .082 .075* .095 .081 .119
RJR .087 .073* .119 .091 .139
DOW .070 .061 .123 .052* .198
LLY .073 .065 .109 .058* .111
WX .119 .102* .130 .127 .?U
TX .075 .071* .108 .091 .364
CCI .069 .059* .114 .080 .225
MCD .072 .066 .091 .050* .229
PEP .064 .058 .089 .055* .282
DNB .070 .059* .122 .076 .185
SKB .094 .086 .118 .075* .180
EMR .105 .083 .112 .053* .204
UNP .089 .071 .119 .047* .305
AET .061 .057 .119 .044* .131
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Truncated Cauchy
.17 -
Normal
.07
. 0 2 -
12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
Figure 6.1. Empirical distribution of monthly returns of IBM common 
stock from 2/75 to 6/80 with fitted truncated Cauchy 
and normal distributions. For truncated Cauchy A= -15.2 
and B=15.3
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Appendix A
B — A A — AThe behavior of c =  tan-1 —   tan-1 — -—  as a function of A.
A A
We note that
dc
_____ _  \
dA A2 +  (A -  A)2 A2 + (2? — A)2
and
d2c n [ A -  A B -  A
dA2 ~  \  [A2 +  (A -  A)2]2 [A2 + (B -  A)2]2
Thus
^  =  0 =»• (.4 -  A)! =  (£  -  A)!
=> A = ^ t B ,  if A j t B .  
Since A G (A, 5 ) we have (A — A) < 0 and (B — A) > 0,
d2c
dA2 
A + B
< 0 on (A, B ) ,
maximizes c on(A, i?).
This also implies that c is minimized at the endpoints A and B.
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In particular,
c
and c
tan 1 — ^  is the minimum value of c
2 tan-1 ^  is the maximum value.
2A
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Appendix B
The simulations in Chapter Five were done in FORTRAN on an IBM 3090 
Model 180 mainframe. Samples were generated by the IMSL routine RNCHY. 
Maximization of the likelihood functions was done by the IMSL routine DU- 
VMIF. This is a univariate routine so simultaneous maximization of both L„(A) 
and Ln(A) was accomplished by calling the routine in series, passing the out­
come of one run for A onto the next for A and vice-versa. This was continued 
until each estimate failed to change by more than a given small tolerance from 
one run to the next. In Chapter Four, equations (4.6.4) and (4.6.6) were solved 
simultaneously using the IMSL routine DNEQNF for non-linear equations.
In Chapter Six, fitting of the stock return data to various models was done using 
the IMSL routine DKSONE. Since DKSONE does not allow ties, which are not
uncommon in the input data that is being fitted, something had to be done so
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that DKSONE would run. Throwing out tied observations, even all but one of 
them, seems wholly inappropriate and was not even attempted. Instead, the 
tied returns were perturbed slightly, not enough to make a significant difference 
in their “real” value, but enough so that the machine could render them as 
separate numerical quantities.
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Appendix C
The tests of fit in Chapter Six were based on the following sample of 77 stocks, 
all of which were traded continuously on the New York Stock Exchange for the 
period of months tested (February, 1975 to June, 1980).
American International 
Burlington Northern 
American Home Products 
Atlantic Richfield 
Standard Oil Ohio 
American Express 
Proctor & Gamble 
Schlumberger 
Eastman Kodak 
Union Carbide 
General Electric
Abbot Labs Exxon
McDonalds Dupont
JC Penney Pfizer
Travelers Boeing
General Re Xerox
Coca Cola Aetna
Plessey Texaco
Wal Mart Dow
JP Morgan Mobile
Motorola Sears
Seagram Sun
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Dayton Hudson Unilever Sony
United Technologies Chrysler Loews
Weyerhauser Beatrice Squibb
General Motors Raytheon Heinz
Dun & Bradstreet Citicorp Amoco
Hewlett Packard Smithkline Merck
Philip Morris Rockwell Ford
Westinghouse Tenneco MMM
CNA Financial Reynolds IBM
Union Pacific Kellogg BP
Matsushita Eli Lilly ITT
Johnson & Johnson Emerson RCA
Bristol Meyers Gannett DEC
Caterpillar Pepsico GTE
Royal Dutch Chevron
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